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The Injury Type and Body Part dropdown lists are unique in their configuration. This doc will go 

over the points of adding or editing the lists to customize your database.   

This must be done in the desktop version of ATS, you are no able to configure the injury type fully 

in the ATS Staff Portal. 

Alternatively, if you wish to edit 

an  entry while in ATS, and you 

see the blue + sign, you can 

use that to take you directly to 

the associated dropdown menu 

item. 
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Add the description/name of your body part. Enter an NCAA/HS body part if you participate in       

reporting. Choose the popup flag, sort, make it active and give an abbreviation. If you want to have 

the athlete see check that box. Select the correct research x-walk category.  

Add your description/name of the injury you would like to add. Select the body part that it needs     

associated with. Repeat the NCAA/HS injury/illness if you did that with the body part or are            

reporting. Give a sort and make sure it is active. Give it an appropriate abbreviation. Determine if 

you want the athlete to see, and do the research x-walk. 

To edit Injury Types, you first need to verify the Body Part list is up-to-date for as you need it to be. 

This is important because ATS requires the injury type to be related to a body part.   

The bulk injury add utility allows you the ability to add an injury for multiple different body parts     

without having to add them individually. 

Enter the name of your injury or illness to add to the list. 

Choose multiple body parts to attach the injury for. You 

can use the CTRL button to select different areas         

individually. Or you can use the Shift button to select a 

series of entries. 


